Translating the complexity. . .
. . . of technology into clear, creative solutions
requires brains, soul, courage and heart.
Intelligence, a global mindset, boldness and
passion are essential to lead

engineering, manufacturing and
technology into world class solutions.
Diesel Technology Company
embraces this nature of leadership. Owned
by German and American partners and
located in Grand Rapids, Michigan, we
blend a dedication to precision and
accuracy with a commitment to technical
evolution.
We are the world's leading supplier of
electronically-controlled fuel systems for
heavy-duty engines. DTC is committed to
steady, precise performance as we explore
and embrace technological advancements.

An intelligent organization
Taking a precision product from the initial
concept through delivery requires exceptional
breadth and depth of service and technical
expertise. It calls for highly motivated and
spirited employees; state of the art tools,
technology and training; dedication to quality;
exceptional communication and a
commitment to continuous improvement.
We understand combustion engine technology and emission regulations. We know
how to tie computer-controlled electronic
signals to hydraulic-mechanical systems. We
have the expertise and experience needed
to work with high-pressure fuel injection.
Finally, we have the technical know-how
required to manufacture fuel injection
components and assemblies. With Diesel
Technology, you discover creative, yet
pragmatic solutions to complex technical and
commercial issues.

We respect people
At DTC, management is all
about having a personal
connection with people. We
communicate by listening and
responding. We live by the
values established in our
Quality Policy and by the
guidelines of our ISO 9001
Certification. We're a hardworking group of people that
also know how to bring
imagination and a spirit of fun
to our jobs. We recognize the
need to integrate the best
qualities of our Eastern and
Western heritage. "World
class" is a heartfelt
description we use to honor
our global mindset.

Dedicated teams
Organized into business units that focus
on specific customer requirements,
dedicated teams manage projects from
start to finish. By supporting customers
through effective solutions, each team
is responsible for finding ways to
improve quality and reduce costs.
Our commitment to direct
communication between engineers and
customers frequently generates the
newest technological developments in
the field of fuel injection.
We design an entire process around our
customers' needs. Our creative
application of resources results in
exceptional quality, delivery,
responsiveness and cost.

We supply more than a product we offer commercially viable
solutions to meet our customers'
business requirements.

The DTC campus
How do we add value to our products and services? We invest in the best equipment, facilities
and people. We continually upgrade our 90,000
square meter facility with the most advanced
engineering and manufacturing technologies. We
are committed to an ergonomically sound, quiet
and clean environment. Through innovative
programs like Diesel Technology University, we
invest in employee knowledge. Under one roof, we
take a product from initial concept through
manufacturing to final packaging and shipping.
The DTC Campus is home to a full engineering
test lab, metallurgical department and the largest
ion-nitriding facility in North America. We are
leaders in electrical discharge machining, abrasive
flow machining and computer-controlled superfinishing. We operate sophisticated measuring
equipment, calibrators and pressure testers to
assure that our products meet precise
specifications.

A global mindset
Developing unit injection technology
for engine manufacturers is driven by
the need to thrive in a worldwide
market. Our customers need to meet
tough exhaust and noise emission
regulations. They also need to
improve fuel economy, horsepower,
diagnostics and service-ability.
Some of the world's largest and most
respected manufacturers have
selected Diesel Technology to
develop and produce the heart of
their fuel systems. A passion to learn
and respond enables Diesel
Technology to reduce our customers'
product development costs and
speed their products to market.

Heartbeat of stability
Underlying the intense pulse at Diesel
Technology Company is the steady heartbeat of
stability. The Robert Bosch Corporation of
Germany and Penske Corporation in the United
States jointly own Diesel Technology. Our
company synthesizes the fast paced energy of a
small specialist producer with the world-leading
capabilities of major transportation suppliers.
Adding value to the final product is a universal
theme at DTC. For fifty years before our
formation in 1988, the division that became
Diesel Technology Company focused on unit fuel
injection. We have a wealth of experience in
technology as well as strong industry
relationships. Our dedicated work teams build
sound partnerships by meeting - and often
exceeding - our customers' requirements.

We invite you. . .
. . to explore Diesel Technology
Company. Our dynamic
approach makes the complex
seem simple.
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